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INTRODUCTION
Tsubasa is a token on the Ethereum blockchain, boasting various impressive
features of transparency, trading of meme coins, and decentralized exchange
(DEX). Designed with a burning mechanism, the total circulating supply of
Tsubasa tokens will be exponentially cut until all supply is burned. Besides, by
combining the manual burn every 1000 holders mechanism, DEX, and NFT
together, Tsubasa will be used as a utility token to create DEX for selling and
buying only meme coins safely.
Tsubasa is a deflationary token with a buyback mechanism where the token
will burn after buyback to increase the market price by making the token scars.
Tsubasa has an all-in-one platform that works on the Ethereum blockchain
providing many facilities under an umbrella.
Tsubasa is a community-driven token created on the Ethereum blockchain.
Tsubasa hopes to become a fully decentralized hyper-deflationary
environment while rewarding its community. Tsubasa offers its community
cheaper gas fees and faster block speed. Tsubasa one of the fastest-growing
cryptocurrencies of its meme coins is making milestones through its rich
values that include community, trust, transparency, and longevity. Tsubasa
token has been built only for the meme coins exchange on its DEX with the
purpose of creating DEX for meme coin lovers so they can buy and sell meme
coins safely without falling for scams.

Key Features:

ETHEREUM
BLOCKCHAIN

NFT's

DEX
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OUR MISSION AND VISION
We envision a world where people can get everything they need in a
crypto ecosystem, and wealth-building strategies that were previously
only available to the wealthy now become available to everyone, restoring
people's control over their finances.
The Tsubasa ecosystem is a cutting-edge ecosystem that aims to
encourage more people to invest in meme coins while protecting their
privacy, security, authority, and autonomy. Our goal is to enhance
economic freedom around the world. We want "Meme cryptocurrency to
be in every portfolio." We envision a society in which wealth-building
tactics that were previously solely available to the wealthy are made open
to everyone, restoring people's control over their financial systems.
We as Tsubasa envision:
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ECOSYSTEM

NFT's

Manual
burning

DEX

Wallet
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WHY CHOOSE TSUBASA?
TRUST
In the cryptocurrency
market, Trust is paramount.
That means full
transparency not only in the
community support and
development, but also in
any security effort.

Transparency
Tsubasa is
decentralized and
supported by its meme
community of enthusiasts. Every
asset is recorded on ETH block
chain.This can assist not only
with security and fraud
prevention in exchange-related
firms but also with verifying the
legitimacy of the exchanged
assets.

COMMUNITY
$Tsubasa is fully
decentralized and owned
by its love and vibrant
community.
We welcome and embrace
diverse perspectives to
build Tsubasa into the best
community in meme coin
world.

Longevity
Longevity Tsubasa is in it
for the long haul. The
decentralized community
is fostering long-term
development of the
ecosystem which will
result in real use cases,
greater rewards and a
popularity beyond any
other currency.
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UTILITIES?
Our utilities include plans on DEX, NFTs, and Bridging and
starting the development of a DEX only for meme coin
lovers which will recognize individuals ' notoriety and status
on the blockchain.
We are more than any other meme coin in this new and
hyped space!
Tsubasa is here to change the meme market. Built on a
foundation of an amazingly supportive community. We
value our investors. With the trust of our community, we will
have the power to fuel this project and take it to new
heights
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Tokenomics
TOKEN NAME
Tsuabsa

SYMBOL
Tsuabsa

PLATFORM
Ethereum

TYPE
ERC-20

TOTAL SUPPLY
1000000000000 token
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RODMAP
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